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Survey of Suspected Mined Areas
From a Helicopter
While awaiting the results of airborne remote sensing projects, available
in a few years, a simpler solution is recommended. Remote sensing from
a manned helicopter f or the genera l survey of minefields and risk-

general survey from a manned helicopter
and we outline the system and its
operational validation.

Basic Assumptions

suspected areas has already bee n developed and was operationally
T h e basic assum ptions for the
successful development and deployment of
the described aerial general
survey were:
• Use rhe small hired
heli co pter (in our exa mple,
Bell- 206) that is available in
each country contam inated by
landmines and UXO, a nd
avo id
the
expe nsive
development of a platform.
Use
experienced
domestic pilots and train them
for aerial survey of mineflelds
and risk-suspected areas.
• Use commercial off-thesensors,
(COTS)
sh elf
Global
computers
and
Positio ning System (GPS)

validated in 2002 and 2003 in Croatia.

by Milan Bajic,
CROMAC
Introduction
The ground-based general survey of minefields a nd
of suspected areas is often
unaffordable due to limited
access. This constraint can be
avoided by the use of airborne
remote sensing. Airborne
remote sensing methods and
technology we re, in 1999,
only promising potential for
rhe needs of humanitarian
demi ning. 1 The first project, involving
airborne remote sensing aimed at the needs
of humanitarian demining, was an excellent
means of understanding the complexity of
the mine scene. 2 There are important
lessons to be learned from rhe project. An
interesting approach was the use of an
airship as an aerial platform and ultra wide
band radar and electro-optical sensors.3 In
2003 , airborne remote sensi ng methods
and
technology
reached
maturity,
promising their use in wide areas, general
surveys and possibly for technical surveys of
mined and mine-suspected areas. 4• 5 Even
though no operational system was available
until now, we will know their potential
conrriburion to humanitarian demining in
2004 and 2005.
In addition to these projects, which
are strictly related to humanitarian
demining, there are other projects involving
airborne landmine detection that are less
public (e.g. M irage). 6 All previously
mentioned projects are highly technological
and very ambitious. However, the period
from initial development to possible

Figure 1: A small helicopter was
approved as suitable for remote se nsing
of minefields and risk-suspected areas.

deployment for operational use could be
longer than four or five years. While
awaiting the results of rhese projects, rhe
discrepancy between needs and available
operational airborne technology fo r general
surveys can be com pensated for by the use
of sustainable and already d eveloped
simpler solutions. In Figure 1, we present
an application of remote sensing from a
manned helicopter for the general survey of
minefields and suspected areas, which was
developed and operationally validated in
2002 and 2003 in Croatia.?· 8, 9
The example, Figure I shows the
potential to immediately (rather chan in
four- five years) establish sustainable aerial
general survey of m inefields and suspected
areas. More importantly, this solution is
feasible in many countries contaminated by
landmines and UXO, at a cost rhar is ar
least five to l 0 times less rhan the cost of
one of the projects that were mentioned
previously. In rhe following sectio n ,
we present the basic assumptions fo r a
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receivers.
• Use fu lly digital electro-optical
cameras from thermal infrared, near
in frared and visible wavelengths, and
enable full interoperability with geographic
information systems (GIS) and M ine
Impact Scores (MISs) of mine act ion
centers (MACs).
• Use simple and cheap unstabilised
gimbals char enable one to preset imaging
angles manually.
• Provid e passive d umping of sensor
vib rations.
• Integrate all sensors, rheir frame
grabbers, personnel computers a nd GPS
receivers into the acquisition system.
• Provide for simple installation of the
system o n rhe helicopter (in our example,
the time needed for installation was less
than two hours).
• For the navigation, use the GPS data
and a moving digital map-use G PS time for
synchronisation of imagery and route data.
• Provide full comp atibility a nd
interoperabil ity with GIS and MISs
of MACs (in our example we used
Maplnfo formats).

• Use maps, orrho photo maps and
geocodcd images provided by MACs as rhe
basis for navigation.
• Usc general software for remote
sensing fo r interpretation of images
and dara.
• Establish and conrinuously improve
standard operating procedures (SOPs) for
aerial survey missions.
• Provide efficient com mu nication to
MACs and gather critical feedback from
MACs (statement of need, specifi c task for
the surveyed area, evaluation of results) .
• Establish a ream for aerial survey of
mineflclds a nd risk-suspected areas; rrain
the survey ream on each survey m ission.
• After each survey m ission, analyse
cost benefits and modifY the approach.

Figure 3: The pilot and co-pi lot see the real time position of the he licopter on the large
screen, while the background can be a map, ortho photomap or geocoded satellite
image. On the map is an area of interest-planned and realized flight routes routes.

and can be used separately. For VNIR and

Multisensor Acquisition
System On Board Helicopter
Bell-206

objectives having focal lengths of 17, 24
and 28 mm.
• Thermal infrared (TIR) camera
(modified THV-1 000); 600x390 pixels,

T h is system uses d igital, elect rooptical sensors with computer-controlled
acquisition and GPS-based navigation. The

eighr birs, for wavelengths 8- 14 m with two
fields of view.
• Hyper-spectral line scanner (HSLS);

sensors arc (Sec Figure 2):
• Four-channel digiral camera (MS-

585 pixels, eight bits and 99 channels for
wavelengths 0.430 to 0.900 m.

channels (each I 0 birs) or single channel

3100); 1392xl039 pixels, eigh t bits, for
three visible and one near infra red band
(VN lR), from 0.4 to 1.0 m, with optical

Each sensor has an independent
acqutsltton
system
(frame grabber,

(eighr or I 0 bits). During rhe acquisition,
images are stored in specific formars rhar

acquisition software, pe rsonal computer)

HSLS ,

sensors were developed

with

acquisition software rhar enables different
modes of imaging (VNIR) or of spatial
sampli ng (H SLS). For T IR, imaging was
applied to the original software of the
camera. VNIR imaging has several options:
four chan nels (each eighr bits), three

provide rhe highest rhroughpm, while rhey
are exported in ragged information fi le
format (TIFF) for further use. For each
image, basic data is provided (time of
recording, gain of each channel, exposition
time) rhat enables synchronization and
geo-referencing. The rrade-off among
spatial coverage, spatial overlapping, and
resolution and spectral
accommodated by rhe

resolution 1s
selection of

optical objectives having different focal
lengths, the selection of a number of
channels, and the selection of radiometric
range and height above the terrain.
The lowest heighr of flighr above
terrain for Bell-206 is 130m as specified by
the helicopter safety rules ("dead man
curve") . The minimum velocity of rhe fligh t
at rhe lowest height is desired ro reduce
THV-1000
8- 14 j.lffi
1 c hannel
600 x 390 pixels

MS-3100
430-900 run
4 channels
1392 x 1030 pixels

V9
430 - 900run
99 channels
585 pixels

blurring of images. For Bell-206, and based
on the digital VNIR and TIR sensor, a
velocity of 20 m/s was approved as the
lowest and most suitable velociry. In

Fig ure 2. Th ree digital sensors, installed on-board helicopter Bell-206, were used
for vertical imaging. VNIR and TIR sensors were used in imaging mode, whereas
HSLS was used only in spatial sampl in g mode.

comparison to aerial video imaging by
television cameras, digital sensors are much
more resistant ro blurring caused by radial
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speed and vibrations. This enables the usc
of un-stabilized gimbals and provides
surprisingly good images.
A

digital

movmg

map

fo r

measurement and recording of the real-time
position the platform by means of the GPS,
is applied for the mission planning, flight
control and reporting (Figure 3, Figure 4) .
The flight planning begins with a statement
of needs

defined

by

MAC

specific

information that was required by MAC
about the given area of interest (AOI). The
next step is planning the routes in
accordance with characteristics of the
terrain,

sun

position , expected wind

directions and selected modes of imaging.
After acquisition, images and data arc
exported to the inrerpretation computers.

Figure 5: The output of the aerial survey is flight routes in vector form. The example shows access roads (1-1, 2-2, 3-3, 4-4 and 5-5) and a high-tension network (1824) for the area in Figure 4.

The flight route, data and the logs of images
are combined. This enables geo-refcrencing
of images. The next step in processing is
derivation of the flight routes (Figure 5)
and of mosaics of images. Mosaics are used
for the assessment of the completeness of
spatial coverage-registering image to image
(Figure 6) can produce them or, if needed,
geocoding can follow this process (Figure 7).
Furthermore,
interpretation
is
performed on original images if spectral
information is more important than spatial

information. Inte rpretation of mosaics
occurs in the opposite case. Basic kinds of
output of the survey are:
• Raw images (Figure 8)
• Vectors of detected objects (Figure 5)
• Non-geocoded mosaics (Figme 6)
• Geocoded mosaics (Figure 7)
• List of detected minefield indicators,
description, attributes and coordi nates
Classification map and many
other maps, depending on purpose
and
aun
of the
aerial
survey.

Typical Tasks

and

The aerial general survey of mineftelds
suspected areas ts indeed an

inrelligence-gathering,

process•ng

and

dissemination system-nor a cartographic
system. Therefore, it is nor always necessary
ro geocode mosaics or si ngle images
(raster); if vector data arc needed as an
output, it is enough to geocode output

Figure 6: The output of the survey is non-geocoded mosaics produced by registering images to images. The example shows
mosaics of five thermal infrared images collected by THV-1000 from 500 m above terrain. Trenches (T) are easily detectedthey appear as waved bright or dark lines in the thermal infrared images. They are reliable indicators of mined area.

Figure 7: Output of the survey is the geocoded mosaic. A circle on Fig. 4 marks an example of the mosaic of an area. The
mosaic is overlaid over the map of the scale 1:5,000. The aim of the aerial survey was to provide information about the status
of the access road that was out of use for more than 10 years.

vector. Which solution to apply depends on
the requirements of MACs. Following are
examples of typical tasks of an aerial survey:
• Detect and

delineate

trenches;

determine coordinates
• Detecr and delineate man-made
embankments; determine coordinates
• Detect

and

identify

bunkers;

determine coordinates
• Detect and delineate agricultural

•• 7

areas in use rhat were parr of risk-suspected

+

areas in MISs and GIS ofMACs; determine
coordinates

...

..

• Detect, identify and delineate access
roads and paths deep in the suspected areas
.-3,7

'

and mineftelds; determine coordinates
• Detect, identify and delineate access

'

paths to rivers, brooks, channels in the

~

mineftelds and suspected areas; determine
coordinates

+

• Detecr, identify and delineate rivers,
brooks and channels in the suspected area
and mineftelds; determine coordinates

Figure 4: A view of the flight route on the topographic map of the scale 1:25,000.
This serves as an example of the aerial survey of the electricity high tension network (state of the towers, vegetation) and access field roads from the asphalt road
on the left side to the network corridor.
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• Detect and identify bridges across
the rivers, brooks, channels in the suspected
area and minefields; determine coordinates
Survey of Suspected Mined Areas From a Helicopter
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lt•s a Bird, lt•s a Plane-lt•s the
Mineseeker Airborne Mine Detector!
trial determined that the airborne system

Partnering with OinetiO and The Lightship Group, the Mineseeker

was at least as effec tive as previously

Foundation is developing a system to revolutionize mine detection. By

cond ucted

deploying the first operational airborne landmine survey system, the

led to further d evelopment of the Mine-

foundation aims to provide the mine action community with a quicker

seeker system.

gro und-based

Coordination C enrer (UN MACC) in

potential to be useful in a number of other areas necessary for

Kosovo requested that the Mineseeker be

development in mine-affected countries.

deployed

there

reco nnaissance

The airborne multisensor system, on

minefields; determine coordinates
• Derecr

and

identify

minefield

indicarors; d etermine coordinates
• Detect and ide ntify reference points
of rhe minefi eld records from MIS of MAC;
derermi ne coordinates
• Derecr and identifY the state of the
objects; determine coordinates

by Nicole Kreger, MAIC
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embankments in the suspected area and
board helicopter Bell-206, was directed
primarily toward minefield research for che
general survey (as a complementary process
ro the ground-based general survey). Bur it
is nor limited ro these purposes. Ocher
applications are possible. This is rhc first
fu lly digital airborne multisensor system in
Croatia. Irs developmenr was motivated
and enabled by the scientific project ARC,

International Geographical Information S,rsterm

Korcula, Mljer and Dubrovnik: 2-6 September
2002.

The described general aerial survey of

fu nded by the European Commission, and
it was realized th rough the potential,
experie nce and human resources already

minefields and risk-suspected areas was

existing in Croatia in the field of airborne

rhe Airborne Rem ore Sensing to Demining of rhe
Mountains: Case Study Tulove Grede-Velebir,"

Operational Validation

operationally validated in several missions
over flar terrain in 2002 (electricity high-

remote sensing.
*All graphics courtesy of author.
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Background: A Need for
Improved Mine Detection
Techniques
The Mineseeker Airship hopes to
fulfill current demining and survey needs.

perfect for the job as ir "provides a

used in a real mine-affected environment. It

mobile, stable platform char has long

marked the world's first use of an airship

IS

endurance, low noise and vibration, no

in a humanitarian role and in a post-

propeller

conflict environment.

downwash

[downward

an

pressure, possibly strong e nough to trigger a
mine] ... exceptionally low risk of critical

The trials in 2000 showed that the
Mineseeker is able ro detect mines and

failure, a large payload capacity and a good

UXO that are laid on the surface, hidden by

operator environment .... " 1

foliage and buried in the ground. The

Mineseeker Trials

per second, and it records an overwhelming

This airborne mine d etector makes use of
radar technology and an airborne platform

survey

UWB SAR scans areas at a rare of 100 sq m

to quickly scan an area for mines. One of

amount of information. As Mineseeker

the most effective uses of chis technology

In January 2000, the Mineseeker

Founder Mike Kendrick puts it, "in that

would be for area reduction. Distinguishing

underwent trial usage at the Defence

second, it transmits as much data as is

mined areas from clear areas is extremely

Evaluation and Research Agency (DERA).

encased in the entire British Library. " 2 Such

important, because people in mine-affec ted

This marked the first airborne trial using

information would be useful to any number

countries will often avoid using clear land

UWB SAR of this type in the world. The

of organizations and government ministries

for fear that it is contaminated. Effective
area reduction helps return land to these
people quickly and also allows mine action
agencies ro mark land that is contaminated
so that civilians avoid danger until the
mines can be cleared.

The Mineseeker Platform
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as
and

cool. A
prototype was sent to Kosovo in the fall of
2000, which enabled the Mineseeker ro be

Figure 8: Output of the survey in raw images. The example of the raw image in visible wavelengths
was acquired at a height 130m above terrain. The image shows a demined access field road; on
both sides are mined areas. Calibration aluminum cross has arms one m long; width of arms is 20 em.

Conclusion

and

The United Nations Mine Action

and more efficient survey tool. Additionally, the Mineseeker has the

• Derecr and iden tifY flood protection

trials
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The Mineseeker makes use of Ultra
Wideband

Synthetic Aperture Radar
(UWB SAR), which is able ro penetrate
objects such as foliage and can detect
objects buried in the ground. UWB SAR is
able ro produce the highest resolution
images of any radar o f its kind. Use of this
radar requires as little vibration as possible
in an environment that is nearly free of
metal. Other aircraft cannot fly steadily and
slowly enough over an area to use UWB
SAR or are nor big enough ro accommodate
UWB SAR. Thus, the Mineseeker Airship

From left to right, Mike Kendr ick of the Mineseeker Foundation, Col. Alistair
McAslan of Cranfield Mine Action and David Partridge of QinetiO stand in front of
the Mineseeker Airship.
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